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 #1) KNOW WHO TO CONTACT IN THE NEWSROOM 

 Some stations have Planning editors; others have Assignment Managers  

 Some news shows have their own planner/booker—know what shows they are and how 
handles their booking 

 If you work for a government, medical, educational type business—send out an email to 
let the assignment desk know who you are and where you work. 

  
#2) WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY 

 Please don’t bury the time and location in the middle of the press release.   

 Old school is best:  The 5 “W’s” at the top is preferred.     

 Add a “video op” line when you can  

 We average about 300 emails a day so you can imagine how frustrating it is when we 
have to read through a news release twice only to find the time and location of the 
event buried at the end the 3rd paragraph. 

  
#3 NEWSDESK EMAIL 

 Don’t just send your press releases to the reporters that you know -thinking they will 
cover the story.  Reporters are often out the door before the morning meeting and work 
odd scheduled and they might forget to forward it on the desk.  Reporters don’t make 
the assignments.  You can send it to your reporter but always send a copy to the 
newsdesk –that’s where the decisions are made. 

 Don’t send emails to the News Director  --he will just forward them on to the desk 
  
#4  PDF's & FLYERS 

 Don't send press releases in the form of Flyers or PDF's in the form of a JPEG.  We can't 
copy and paste these into our files.   

 We either have to hand type the info into our files or email you back to resend it in a 
proper format. 

 
#5 KNOW WHAT  LNS IS & HOW IT WORKS (Tampa market) 

 2 stations in the market are part of LNS  - WFTS and WTVT (WTSP pulled out after 3 
years) 

 Press conferences, ribbons cuttings etc  -will often get shot by LNS 

 The stations have to be the ones to request LNS to cover an event 
  
#6 HUMAN INTEREST v ADVERTISING 

 The opening of a new restaurant or store is not normally news but a story about a 
former war vet, who got help from the Small Business Admin at USF and opened a 
business, brings a human interest angle to the story.  Find the human element to your 
story and think about the visuals 
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#7  COMMERCIAL VS NEWS 

 If your pitch looks too much like a commercial for your client - don't be offended if we 
don't cover it.  

 EX: A Greek Restaurant pitching a SuperBowl Cooking segment;   A PR person pitching 
an attorney offering do's and don't for office romance; A satellite interview for a 
celebrity chef cooking up pork dishes -only to find that the interview was sponsored by 
The Pork Council.  We don't like hidden sponsors.  

 
#8 NEWS OF THE MOMENT 

 During big news events we are often looking for experts so that we can localize a 
national story.  So stay on top of the news. Do you have a client who can comment on 
breaking news, groundbreaking medical news; at the forefront of a new trend; financial 
news etc 

 
#9 ARE YOU COVERING MY EVENT? 

 Don’t call 2 days out and ask if we are covering an event.   

 We don’t make assignments until the day of –occasionally the day before if it’s  a lead 
story or very early.   If its big news  (RNC related; the governor in town) it’s okay to call 
or email to make sure we have your press release.   

 Because of the volume of emails we get –sometimes press releases do get overlooked.     

 A good procedure –send the release out  a week in advance and send a reminder email  
the day before. 

 
#10 WHAT WILL GET OUR ATTENTION: 

 Groundbreaking news, new trends, women’s issues, consumer, new jobs, first in the bay 
area, human interest, perseverance, gee-whiz, community impact, overcoming 
obstacles. 

 


